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Time flew and the afternoon went passed by swiftly.

After work, Leon left with Iris, Cynthia, and the others alongside Elder Yates and Sherlyn Yates.

As soon as they left the office, a black car started following them.

When Leon drove onto a highway, Snow was the first to notice that something was wrong based on her experience.

"Leon, I think we're being followed!" Snow said darkly.

"Followed?" Leon was stunned for a moment and glanced at the rear-viewing mirror to find a black car behind them.

"They might be sent by the Southern Boss or the Hiltons, Leon. Be careful," Snow added.

Leon crossed the Southern Boss and the Hiltons and after Leon injured Rodney during the sales drive, a man of the Southern

Boss's status would not let Leon go unpunished.

Snow guessed that the men were sent by the Southern Boss to avenge the trouble Leon caused him during the sales drive.

"Yeah!"

"Leon, be careful!"

Iris, Cynthia, and Ruth agreed worriedly as they knew that they might be facing an ambush planned by the Southern

Boss.

"It's fine. Be it the Southern Boss or the Hiltons, they're all just a bunch of clowns!" Leon shot them a consoling smile.

Since his overall strength reached the Intermediate Almighty State and he mastered the Earthly Plunder and Phantom Steps,

even the Southern BOss would find Leon a challenging opponent.

Since there was only one car following them, Leon could easily tell that Southern Boss was not inside and there was likely only a

few men sent by the Southern Boss.

Since they could all only make assumptions at the moment, they did not know what the intention of the people following them.

Leon changed the course and drove into a quiet road to give the car behind a chance to attack.

"Leon, what are you doing? Have you gone mad?" Snow was shocked as she realized Leon planned to lure them into attacking.

"Yeah!"

"Leon, why don't you call the Thompsons and get them to help?"

The other three suggested.

Though they knew that Leon was resourceful, none of them knew which power level he was on and assumed that Leon

was in the Peak Emperor State at best.

The Southern Boss had countless powerful martial artists at his disposal who were in the Semi-Almighty and Almighty States.

Leon would be digging his own grave if the Southern Boss sent a few Almighty martial artists if he chose to face them directly.

Since Leon was close to the Thompsons, there might be a chance for Leon to escape unscathed if he sought the Thompsons'

help.
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